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**Challenge**

With the introduction of SAP in 2010, Rentschler also planned a reorganization of time management and access control. Rentschler Biotechnologie already had PCS time recording and access control terminals in use, but with wear-prone magnetic card readers and time recording software as an isolated solution. At the same time as the introduction of SAP, the company wanted to convert to modern reading methods and provide time management with an interface to SAP-HCM.

**Solution**

The choice fell on DEXICON from PCS because the certified interface to SAP ensures secure data exchange. As a feedback system, DEXICON from PCS transfers the recorded booking data to SAP HR, where master data maintenance and positive time management takes place. The changeover at Rentschler took place in a very short time: from one day to the next, the old PCS time recording terminals were converted and equipped with Legic readers. Later, they were connected to Dexion. Only a software update from the administrator’s workstation was necessary to activate the new terminals in the DEXICON software, then Rentschler was able to start live operation.

**Benefits**

Rentschler takes care of the development, production and filling of active ingredients for its customer, which is calculated on a time basis. With the connection to SAP CATS, the employee assigns the booked attendance times to the project work packages. In addition, Rentschler uses the employee cards to optimize costs within the company, implemented as a “central print management” project. Employees print their documents in the “printer cloud” and can then collect the printouts by authenticating themselves with the employee ID card at the printer. Employees can use all connected printers. The card numbers are automatically assigned to cost centers, which are updated by SAP. This also provides cost control over paper consumption and consumables per post center.

**Data and Facts**

- **Access reader:** 20 x Access Reader INTUS 600, INTUS 1600
  5 x Access Manager INTUS ACM
- **Time recording:** 12 x INTUS 3100, INTUS 53000
- **Software:** DEXICON Enterprise von PCS Systemtechnik

---

“**About Rentschler Biotechnologie**

Rentschler Biotechnologie GmbH from Laupheim is an owner-managed, internationally active full-service company and is one of the world’s leading companies in the industry. Since establishing its own biotechnology division in 1974, Rentschler has brought several groundbreaking biopharmaceutical products to market. Since 1997, Rentschler Biotechnologie has successfully offered its development and service expertise. Since 2001, Rentschler has continuously invested in the expansion of its production facilities. In 2001 and 2002, Rentschler tripled its capacity through a 20 million euro investment program.

Currently, 9 state-of-the-art suites for GMP production and 3 GMP filling lines with over 600 highly qualified employees are available. In addition to GMP production of biotechnological drugs, Rentschler offers cell line and process development, protein analysis and quality control as well as regulatory consulting.

**"If you decide to implement SAP, you should tie up the whole package and introduce time recording and access control."

Reinhold Elsässer, Project Manager
Rentschler Biotechnology